Knowledge Direct API – digital solutions

Transform the Web-based information services you deliver

Knowledge Direct API from Refinitiv seamlessly integrates across all channels to deliver unrivaled financial content, optimized for your workflow.
Unrivaled cross-asset financial content, news and insight

Refinitiv Knowledge Direct is a scalable digital delivery platform providing access to leading cross-asset content, news and insight.

Whether you need deep and timely company data across developed, emerging and frontier markets, or access to global market pricing and Reuters news; broad economic-time series content or fund performance data, Refinitiv is the leader.

This is the essential information needed to power better decision making.

Optimized for your digital workflow

Optimized data solutions from exchanges, trading venues and liquidity pools worldwide are specifically designed for use in Web environments. Data is seamlessly integrated into your advisor desktop, employee intranet, customer-facing investment portals and online trading platforms.

- **Search**
  Easily search financial reference information by major international and local coding schemes for financial instruments

- **Charts**
  Used to retrieve a wide range of technical charts and tabular displays generated live. From 10 days’ intraday history to 20 years’ interday history with more than 25 indicators available

- **Quotelist**
  Retrieve prices on multi-instrument and multi-field quotelists in a single request. Quotelist can be saved on the Refinitiv server

- **Portfolio tracker**
  Create, maintain, view and analyze portfolios and their multicurrency instruments, using the latest prices and FX rates

Scalable Delivery and Value Added Service

Designed for digital portals and web environments, including customers redistributing content on browser based applications or mobile applications, Knowledge Direct provides for simplified and cost efficient delivery via industry standard SOAP based (XML/JSON) web Services. Our hosted environment offers different updates frequencies, including: streaming and snapshot as well as real-time, delayed and end of day data.

In addition, customer and developer tools are also offered including a Content Catalog and API examples to support rapid development as well as a range of added value capabilities and customized solutions delivered through our technical partners.

Visit refinitiv.com/en